
Inspired by the Latin American classical guitar repertoire guitarist Esther Steenbergen 
founded her own trio with bass player Eric Calmes (Dutch Antilles) and percussionist Enrique 
Firpi (Uruguay). Together they play highly original interpretations of the ‘standard’ guitar 
repertoire combined with compositions especially written for them. The trio is at it’s best in 
concert halls with attentive audiences, at festivals and in concert series which feature 
programming of classical and jazz concerts. They recorded two CD’s: Repertoire and New! 

Esther Steenbergen 
Classical guitarist Esther Steenbergen is internationally recognized for her fresh approach to 
the repertoire. She is a renowned soloist and ensemble player and former member of the 
highly praised Amsterdam Guitar Trio. She is a guitarist with a broad musical interest and 
plays with musicians and stage artists from numerous styles and disciplines. Besides playing 
the guitar she is responsible for the Meesters op de Gitaar concert series in Het 
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam.  

Esther Steenbergen studied classical guitar with Hubert Käppel at the Musikhochschule in 
Cologne (Germany), as well as Musicology at the University of Utrecht (the Netherlands). 
During her studies she took lessons with Czech guitarist Pavel Steidl and participated in 
master classes with the Cubans Manuel Barrueco and Leo Brouwer. While still a student, she 
won the first-prize in the internationally renowned Maria Canals competition in Barcelona 
(Spain). She plays an instrument made by her husband, Dutch guitar builder Otto Vowinkel. 

Esther Steenbergen Trio
“ by simply taking rhythm as the guide line of their performance they know to 

amaze the audience with new as well as the so called standard repertoire”. 
Luister



Eric Calmes 
Composer, arranger and bass player, Eric Calmes is just as much at home in jazz, fusion and 
salsa as he is in classical music. Born and raised at Curacao (Dutch Antilles) he came to 
Holland at the age of twenty to study at the conservatory in Rotterdam. His vitality, flexibility, 
adaptability and talent at putting down the bass line under whatever type of group has made 
him the favorite bass player for many musicians ever since. 

Enrique Firpi 
Enrique Firpi was born in Uruguay and was fourteen years old when he played his first paid 
‘gig’ and has not stopped performing since. A musician must have great versatility to survive 
in a land such as Uruguay which is precisely his great strength. Enrique Firpi has lived in the 
Netherlands since 1987; he performs internationally and can be heard on countless CDs. 

Discografie   
• Repertoire, Esther Steenbergen Trio, Et’cetera ktc 1294 
• New!Repertoire, Esther Steenbergen Trio, Et’cetera ktc 1363 

Critical Acclaim 

... she is a great guitarist or better, a great musician, who always knows how to give the right 
power and swing to the score … Luister 

...Calmes en Firpi literally conversed with their instruments, trading licks and kicks to build a 
glorious three minutes lasting coda that alone was worth the admission. Jakarta Post 

...A beautiful gift of sparkling bas lines and extremely exiting guitar sounds ... Amigoe, Dutch 
Antilles 

Jazz at it’s best..Bayerisches Volksblat 

Contact 
• Esther Steenbergen 
• Postbus 10137 
• 1001 EC Amsterdam 
• 020 624 98 18 / 06 50 26 16 32 
• ehs@esthersteenbergen.com 
• www.esthersteenbergen.com 

video 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AL9aoecs7RE 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri5Ws2LUUZQ 
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